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#Notyourprincess : Voices of Native American Women
9 781554 519583

by Charleyboy, Lisa
Native Women demand to be heard in this stunning anthology.

Publisher: Annick Press, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781554519583

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 112

Pub. Date: September 2017

3D Printing Projects
9 781465 464767

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

3-D Printing Projects is packed with exciting ideas for how to design and print your own toys, gadgets, models,
and ornaments. Find out how to sculpt a mythical creature, design a miniature building, and print your own
chess set, or scan your friends and print them out as tiny statues! Using freely available 3-D modeling software,
this book provides inspiration and instructions for simple builds and more complicated pieces, which can then
be printed on home printers or at 3-D printing bureaus.

Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465464767

Price: $18.99

Form: TP

Pages: 96

Pub. Date: October 2017

5-Minute Hockey Stories
9 781443 453981

by Braithwaite, Meg

Join in the fun at the rink and on the ice with stories that are perfect for bedtimes and on the go! From building
an ice rink in your living room, to scoring a golden goal, to the thrill of your first hockey game, 5-Minute
Hockey Stories is packed with a dozen true stories of Canada's game. Each story is the perfect length for
reading aloud in five minutes--ideal for young fans and future stars!

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443453981

Price: $17.99

Form: TC

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: October 2017

5-Minute Star Wars Stories Strike Back
9 781368 003513

by Lucas Film Book Group

A brand new collection of twelve action-packed retellings that span the entire Star Wars saga-including two
tales from Star Wars: The Last Jedi These exciting stories can each be read in just five minutes-perfect for
galactic adventures at lightspeed

Publisher: Disney Publishing Worldwide

ISBN-13:

9781368003513

Page: 1

Price: $13.99

Form: TC

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: December 2017
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All Around Us
9 781941 026762

by Gonzalez, Xelena

Grandpa says circles are all around us. He points to the rainbow that rises high in the sky after a thundercloud
has come. "Can you see? That's only half of the circle. That rest of it is down below, in the earth." He and his
granddaughter meditate on gardens and seeds, on circles seen and unseen, inside and outside us, on where our
bodies come from and where they return to. They share and create family traditions in this stunning exploration
of the cycles of life and nature.

Publisher: Cinco Puntos Press

ISBN-13:

9781941026762

Price: $24.50

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

All the Crooked Saints
9 780545 930802

by Stiefvater, Maggie

Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any visitor
to Bicho Raro, Colorado, is likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miraclemad owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans, and a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart of this
place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual miracles. And at the heart of
this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to
be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for everyone but
himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio station under the name Diablo Diablo.
Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9780545930802

Price: $22.99

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2017

Alvin and the Superheroes
9 781534 419230

by Forte, Lauren

Watch out, 'cause here they come! Join Alvin, his brothers, and the Chipettes on a laugh-out-loud adventure in
this Level 2 Ready-to-Read based on a popular episode of Bagdasarian Productions' hit TV show, Alvinnn!!!
and the Chipmunks , airing on Nickelodeon. When Theodore tells Alvin that he wants to be a superhero, Alvin
puts him into superhero "training"...doing all of Alvin's chores! But after Theodore takes his superhero work a
little too seriously, it's up to Alvin and Simon to save their brother before he gets them all into super trouble!
TM & 2017 Bagdasarian Productions, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Licensed by PGS Entertainment.

Publisher: Simon Spotlight

ISBN-13:

9781534419230

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2017

Anne of Green Gables : The Graphic Novel
9 781449 479602

by Thummler, Brenna

When Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert decide to adopt an orphan who can help manage their family farm, they
have no idea what delightful trouble awaits them. With flame-red hair and an unstoppable imagination, 11-yearold Anne Shirley takes Green Gables by storm. From triumphs and thrills to the depths of despair, Anne turns
each everyday moment into something extraordinary. L.M. Montgomery's classic story finds new expression in
the whimsical illustrations of this graphic novel. Perfect for newcomers and kindred spirits alike.

Publisher: Andrews McMeel Publishing

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781449479602

Page: 2

Price: $14.99

Form: TP

Pages: 232

Pub. Date: October 2017
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Au Dodo, Petit Z&eacute;bre!
9 782215 133476

by Pelon, S?bastien
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Fleurus

ISBN-13:

9782215133476

Price: $12.95

Form: HC

Pages: 16

Pub. Date: January 2017

Baby Goes to Market
9 780763 695705

by Atinuke

Join Baby and his doting mama at a bustling southwest Nigerian marketplace for a bright, bouncy read-aloud
offering a gentle introduction to numbers. Market is very crowded. Mama is very busy. Baby is very curious.
When Baby and Mama go to the market, Baby is so adorable that the banana seller gives him six bananas. Baby
eats one and puts five in the basket, but Mama doesn't notice. As Mama and Baby wend their way through the
stalls, cheeky Baby collects five oranges, four biscuits, three ears of sweet corn, two pieces of coconut . . . until
Mama notices that her basket is getting very heavy! Poor Baby, she thinks, he must be very hungry by now!
Rhythmic language, visual humor, and a bounty of delectable food make this a tale that is sure to whet little
Publisher: Candlewick Press

ISBN-13:

9780763695705

Price: $22.99

Form: PB

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Baby's Favorite Things
9 781486 713066

by Flowerpot Press

Babies will love to see all of the different baby faces and recognizable items in this adorable book filled with
bright photographs of adorable babies.

Publisher: Flowerpot Press

ISBN-13:

9781486713066

Price: $9.99

Form: BD

Pages: 20

Pub. Date: October 2017

Baby's First Thanksgiving
9 781465 463494

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

Help celebrate Baby’s first Thanksgiving with this delightful new preschool book! Every book contains
stunning photos that expand a baby’s senses, while the simple visuals and labels promote language skills. All
this is packed in a handy, small format that’s just perfect for preschoolers to hold, and helps develop their fine
motor skills.

Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465463494

Page: 3

Price: $7.99

Form: BD

Pages: 14

Pub. Date: September 2017
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Bain de Boue
9 781443 160261

by Munsch, Robert

See below for English description. Une histoire classique, maintenant disponible dans une toute nouvelle
version! Cette aventure est la premire histoire de Robert Munsch qui a t publie sous forme de livre. C'tait en
1979. Depuis, elle fait rire bon nombre d'enfants (et d'adultes!) dans le monde entier. Julianne sort dehors quand
soudain, une flaque de boue se jette sur elle et la salit de la tte aux pieds. Sa mre l'aide se nettoyer, mais peine
Julianne a-t-elle remis le pied dehors que la flaque de boue rcidive. Comment Julianne djouera-t-elle cette
insupportable flaque de boue pour rester propre? Illustr par l'artiste succs Dusan Petricic, ce dlicieux album de
Robert Munsch sduira une nouvelle gnration de lecteurs. When Julianne goes outside, a mud puddle jumps on
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443160261

Price: $8.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: June 2017

Batman Classic: Dino Dilemma
9 780062 360915

by Lemke, Donald

Kids who love action-packed stories will be excited to see Batman(TM), Batgirl, and Nightwing face off against
the Riddler in this brand-new DC Comics I Can Read book The children of Gotham are on a field trip when
they realize that the new dinosaur exhibit at the museum has been tampered with It's up to Batman, Batgirl,
Nightwing, and the children to solve the riddles, catch the culprit, and find the stolen bones. Full of superhero
action and dinosaur clues, Batman Classic: Dino Dilemma is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids
who read on their own but still need a little help.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062360915

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Belle Sauvage
9 780375 815300

by Pullman, Philip

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! "Too few things in our world are worth a seventeen year wait:
The Book of Dus t is one of them." -- The Washington Post Philip Pullman returns to the parallel world of his
groundbreaking novel The Golden Compass to expand on the story of Lyra, "one of fantasy's most indelible
characters." ( The New York Times Magazine ) Malcolm Polstead is the kind of boy who notices everything but
is not much noticed himself. And so perhaps it was inevitable that he would become a spy.... Malcolm's parents
run an inn called the Trout, on the banks of the river Thames, and all of Oxford passes through its doors.
Malcolm and his daemon, Asta, routinely overhear news and gossip, and the occasional scandal, but during a
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9780375815300

Price: $29.99

Form: TC

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: October 2017

Berenstain Bears' Big Machines
9 780062 350381

by Berenstain, Mike

The Berenstain Bears discover various construction vehicles in this heavy-duty addition to the classic New
York Times bestselling series. Gramps takes Brother, Sister, and Honey around town with Big Jake to learn all
about construction vehicles. They see different types of machines workers use at construction sites, farms, and
even in the woods. These are certainly no ordinary machines--they are big machines! The Berenstain Bears' Big
Machines is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words
and sentences.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780062350381

Page: 4

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: December 2017
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Blue vs. Yellow
9 780062 452955

by Sullivan, Tom

Ladies & Gentlemen, Boys & Girls Welcome to the Clash of the Colors Blue vs. Yellow Which one will be
declared the best color of all Will they join forces and be mightier together Or.... Will another color challenge
them for the title Ding, Ding Let the battle begin!

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062452955

Price: $21.99

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: October 2017

Bonjour, les Camions!
9 781443 160100

by Rinker, Sherri Duskey

See below for English description. Enfin de nouvelles aventures mettant en scne les personnages bien-aims du
livre succs Bonne nuit, les camions! Les camions prfrs des jeunes lecteurs sont de retour sur le chantier, de jour,
cette fois-ci! Ils doivent combiner leurs efforts et travailler en quipe sur un norme projet! L'quipe fait face son
plus gros dfi de construction jusqu' prsent et elle devra demander d'autres camions de lui venir en aide. Quand
on travaille ensemble, tout est possible! At last-here from the team behind the beloved international bestseller
comes a companion to Bonne nuit, les camions! All of our favourite trucks are back on the construction site-this
time with a focus on team-building, friendship, and working together to make a big task seem small! Down in
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443160100

Price: $11.99

Form: TP

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: June 2017

Book of World Records 2018
9 781338 190052

by Scholastic Inc, Staff

Another year of amazing world records and all the latest and greatest pop culture crazes! Where can you find
the world's deadliest frog? Which athlete holds the record for most Olympic medals won by an individual
EVER? What state has the biggest collection of T-rex fossils? Who has more Instagram followers: Grumpy Cat
or Selena Gomez? This book is packed with the answers to these questions and MORE! Read all about the
biggest, best, and most buzzworthy world records in music, movies, sports, technology, video games, science,
nature, states, and animals.

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338190052

Price: $16.99

Form: TP

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2017

Break the Ice!
9 781524 764005

by Carbone, Courtney

Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love Step into Reading leveled reader that features Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol in
two frosty adventures. In the first tale, the pups help a baby whale who's trapped in the ice. In the second one,
Everest saves the day! This step 2 reader inlcudes more than 30 shiny stickers. Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound
out new words with help. Get on a roll with the Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol ! Chase, Marshall, Rubble, Skye,
and the rest of the puppy heroes are on a mission to save their friends and protect the community of Adventure
Bay using PAW-some vehicles, tools, and teamwork.
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524764005

Page: 5

Price: $7.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2017
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Caillou: Mes Premiers Mots : Mon Imagier à Emporter
9 782897 184421

by Kary

Attrape ton imagier par la poigne et pars la dcouverte du monde avec ton ami Caillou. Grce sa grande varit de
mots et ses illustrations tires de l'univers de Caillou, ce livre aide les tout-petits dvelopper leur vocabulaire.

Publisher: Éditions Chouette

ISBN-13:

9782897184421

Price: $9.95

Form: BD

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: August 2017

Can Your Smartphone Change the World?
9 781459 813038

by Paisley, Erinne

This work of nonfiction, in the PopActivism series for teens, looks at how you can use a smartphone as a tool
for social justice.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781459813038

Price: $14.95

Form: TP

Pages: 144

Pub. Date: September 2017

Canines Et Pyjamas
9 782897 701123

by Bergeron, Alain M.
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Bayard Canada

ISBN-13:

9782897701123

Price: $8.95

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: January 2017

Castle in the Mist
9 781524 750206

by Ephron, Amy

In the tradition of Edward Eager and E.L. Konigsburg, a novel about the excitement--and the dangers--of
wishing. Tess and her brother, Max, are sent for the summer to their aunt's sleepy village in the English
countryside, where excitement is as rare as a good wifi signal. So when Tess stumbles upon an old brass key
that unlocks an ornately carved gate, attached to a strangely invisible wall, she jumps at the chance for
adventure. And the world beyond the gate doesn't disappoint. She finds rose gardens, a maze made of hedges,
and a boy named William who is just as lonely as she is. But at William's castle, strange things begin to happen.
Carnival games are paid for in wishes, dreams seem to come alive, and then there's William's eerie warning:
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:

www.whitehots.com

9781524750206

Page: 6

Price: $36.00

Form: CD

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2017
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Chol&eacute; Et Les Animaux
9 782923 813462

by Varin, Chlo?
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Fonfon

ISBN-13:

9782923813462

Price: $6.95

Form: TP

Pages: 16

Pub. Date: January 2017

Cinderella and the Furry Slippers
9 781101 918982

by Calì, Davide

Handsome princes, fancy castles, extravagant balls . . . in this girl-power fractured fairy tale, Cinderella learns
that if it looks too good to be true, it probably is, and it's better to create your own happy ending. Cinderella is
dying to go to the ball. She's seen pictures of the fancy castle and the handsome prince, she's heard the fairy
tales about true love, she's found the perfect dress in Princess magazine and she's even found an ad for a Fairy
Godmother. She's all set. Except the fairy godmother doesn't look like the one in the ad. And the castle doesn't
look like the picture. And the prince . . . well, Cinderella decides her fairy-tale ending is going to look different-and be a whole lot more fun.
Publisher: Tundra Books

ISBN-13:

9781101918982

Price: $21.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Coco Picture Book
9 781484 781494

by De la Peña, Matt

This jacketed picture book pairs Newbery Winner Matt de la Pe a and Pixar artist Ana Ram rez with the highly
anticipated Pixar Studios film, Coco . Featuring a beautiful original story based on the characters of the film, as
well as vibrant stylized artwork, this title is sure to appeal to readers of all ages. Disney*Pixar's Coco is the
celebration of a lifetime, where the discovery of a generations-old mystery leads to a most extraordinary and
surprising family reunion. Directed by Lee Unkrich ( Toy Story 3 ) and produced by Darla K. Anderson ( Toy
Story 3 ), Disney*Pixar's Coco opens in U.S. theaters November 22, 2017.

Publisher: Disney Press

ISBN-13:

9781484781494

Price: $18.99

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: October 2017

Cooking with the Grinch (Dr. Seuss)
9 781524 714628

by Rabe, Tish

Dr. Seuss's Grinch--now in a story for beginning readers! The Grinch and Cindy-Lou Who both like to bake,
but who will eat the treat they make? Could it be . . . Max the dog ? This simple rhymed holiday story is perfect
for the very youngest readers. Complete with a 2-ingredient dog treat recipe printed inside the back cover, Dr.
Seuss fans will be delighted--and inspired--by this sweet doggie tale featuring one of his most iconic characters!
Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story.

Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524714628

Page: 7

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017
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Curiosity Cabinet
9 781554 989225

by Wallace, Ian

Ian Wallace, one of Canada’s best-known children’s book creators, invites us to look inside his cabinet of
curiosities, which contains treasures from his decades of traveling the country from sea to sea to sea, sharing
stories with young readers.

Publisher: Groundwood

ISBN-13:

9781554989225

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: September 2017

DC Super Hero Girls: Past Times at Super Hero High
9 781401 273835

by Fontana, Shea

The students of Super Hero High go on a one-of-a-kind field trip that will allow them to learn about the past, up
close and personal! In fact, they will be in the past! After a time machine mishap, Harley Quinn, Wonder
Woman, Supergirl, Batgirl and company find themselves in the Jurassic period! But more importantly, how will
their time in the past affect their future? DC SUPER HERO GIRLS VOL. 4: PAST TIMES AT SUPER HERO
HIGH continues the adventures started in the best-selling graphic novel series DC SUPER HERO GIRLS:
FINALS CRISIS, HITS AND MYTHS and SUMMER OLYMPUS!

Publisher: DC Comics

ISBN-13:

9781401273835

Price: $13.50

Form: TP

Pages: 132

Pub. Date: October 2017

DK Readers L2 Festivals and Celebrations
9 781465 463180

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

Celebrate different holidays around the world, from Chinese New Year to Diwali, and from the Mexican Day of
the Dead to American Thanksgiving. Beginning with New Year's Day, Festivals and Celebrations lets young
children join in celebrations around the world throughout the year. Each chapter is divided by season and covers
everything from Passover and Easter, to Japanese Cherry Blossom Festivals and International Children's Day, to
Holi and Hanukkah. Perfect for 5-7 year olds beginning to read fluently with support, Level 2 titles contain
carefully selected photographic images to complement the text, providing strong visual clues to build
vocabulary and confidence. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts, developing the topics
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465463180

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: November 2017

Dooby Dooby Moo
9 781534 401761

by Cronin, Doreen

New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin's story is now available as a Level 2 Readyto-Read! Duck and his friends are at it again. But this time they're trying to win a local talent show, because first
prize is a trampoline! The cows want to sing. The sheep want to sing. The pigs want to...dance. Dance? And
Duck? Duck just wants to win that trampoline. But first he'll have to handle Farmer Brown.

Publisher: Simon Spotlight

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781534401761

Page: 8

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: August 2017
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Erupt! : 100 Fun Facts about Volcanoes
9 781426 329104

by Galat, Joan Marie

Kids will burst with excitement as they learn all about the science and wonder of volcanoes in this new National
Geographic Kids Reader.

Publisher: National Geographic Society

ISBN-13:

9781426329104

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: November 2017

Everything Is Mama
9 781250 125842

by Fallon, Jimmy

Everything is . . . MAMA! Jimmy Fallon , one of the most popular entertainers in the world and NBC's Tonight
Show host, was on a mission with his first children's book to have every baby's first word be DADA. And it
worked! A lot of babies' first words were DADA. However, everything after that was MAMA. So take a
lighthearted look at the world from your baby's point of view as different animals try to teach their children that
there are other words in addition to MAMA for familiar objects and activities.

Publisher: Feiwel & Friends

ISBN-13:

9781250125842

Price: $23.99

Form: PB

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2017

Expelled
9 780316 440394

by Patterson, James

One viral photo. Four expelled teens. Everyone's a suspect. Theo Foster's Twitter account used to be anonymous
--until someone posted a revealing photo that got him expelled. No final grade. No future. No fair . Theo's
resigned to a life of misery working at the local mini-mart when a miracle happens: Sasha Ellis speaks to him.
Sasha Ellis knows his name. She was also expelled for a crime she didn't commit, and now he has the perfect
way to get her attention: find out who set them up. To uncover the truth, Theo has to get close to the suspects:
the hacker, the quarterback, the mean girl, the vice principal, and his own best friend. What secrets are they
hiding? And how can Theo catch their confessions on camera?
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316440394

Price: $23.49

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: October 2017

Explanatorium of Nature
9 781465 463630

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

Comprehensive nature encyclopedia that presents the natural world as you’ve never seen it before. Jawdropping new photography and simple diagrams bring the natural world to life. From fruit to flight, from corals
to clouds, from muscles to mammals, this extraordinary new encyclopedia will keep young readers utterly
absorbed. The perfect tool for finding out how things work, why they exist, and what they mean, it will inspire
inquisitive young minds by depicting and explaining the wonders of plants, animals, and the living world
around us. Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution.

Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465463630

Page: 9

Price: $38.99

Form: TC

Pages: 360

Pub. Date: October 2017
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Fall 2017 Cars 3 Deluxe Step into Reading (Disney/Pixar Cars 3)
9 780736 438049

by RH Disney

A Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader based on Disney/Pixar Cars 3 --releasing on DVD/Blu-ray fall 2017!
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers, the legendary Lightning McQueen (voice of Owen
Wilson) is suddenly pushed out of the sport he loves. To get back in the game, he will need the help of an eager
young race technician with her own plan to win, inspiration from the late Fabulous Hudson Hornet, and a few
unexpected turns. Proving that #95 isn't through yet will test the heart of a champion on Piston Cup Racing's
biggest stage! Directed by Brian Fee (storyboard artist Cars 2, WALL-E ) and produced by Kevin Reher ( A
Bug's Life, La Luna short), Cars 3 cruises into theaters on June 16, 2017. Children ages 4 to 6 will love this
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9780736438049

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: September 2017

Family Mystery
9 780736 438094

by RH Disney

A Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader with collector cards based on Disney/Pixar's Coco, coming to
theaters fall 2017 Despite his family's baffling generations-old ban on music, Miguel (voice of newcomer
Anthony Gonzalez) dreams of becoming an accomplished musician like his idol, Ernesto de la Cruz (voice of
Benjamin Bratt). Desperate to prove his talent, Miguel finds himself in the stunning and colorful Land of the
Dead following a mysterious chain of events. Along the way, he meets charming trickster Hector (voice of Gael
Garcia Bernal), and together, they set off on an extraordinary journey to unlock the real story behind Miguel's
family history. Directed by Lee Unkrich ( Toy Story 3 ), co-directed by Adrian Molina (story artist Monsters
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9780736438094

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Fancy Nancy: Jojo and Daddy Bake a Cake
9 780062 378019

by O'Connor, Jane

JoJo and Daddy are busy baking a cake. They've mixed the batter, put the cake in the oven, and frosted it-but
who is the cake for Shh . . . it's a surprise! Beginning readers will love joining Fancy Nancy's little sister, JoJo,
in her own My First I Can Read series.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062378019

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Good Day, Good Night
9 780062 383105

by Brown, Margaret Wise

An Amazon Most Anticipated Children's Book Selection A never-before-published picture book from Margaret
Wise Brown, the bestselling author of Goodnight Moon, brought to life by Loren Long, #1 New York Times
bestselling illustrator of President Barack Obama's Of Thee I Sing. When the sun comes up and the day begins,
the little bunny says good day to all the familiar things outside. To the birds in the skies and the bees in their
hives, to everything one by one. And as the sun starts to set, it's time for the little bunny to say goodnight.
Goodnight, kitty. Goodnight, bear. Goodnight, people everywhere. This previously unpublished picture book by
beloved children's book author Margaret Wise Brown uses her signature word pattern from the classic
Publisher: Harpercollins

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780062383105

Page: 10

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: October 2017
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Great Ice Race (Blaze and the Monster Machines)
9 781524 763848

by Melendez, Renee

An all-new winter-themed Step 2 deluxe Step into Reading leveled reader featuring Nickelodeon's Blaze and
the Monster Machines--plus shiny stickers! Blaze and his Monster Machine friends transform into race cars for
a chance to win a wintry race! But troublesome Crusher will do anything to win--even cheat! Can Nickelodeon's
Blaze and the Monster Machines stay cool under pressure as Crusher tries to knock the friends off course? Boys
and girls ages 4 to 6 will thrill to this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader, which features more than 30
shiny stickers. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Race into action with Blaze and the Monster
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524763848

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: September 2017

Hey Black Child
9 780316 360302

by Perkins, Useni Eugene

Six-time Coretta Scott King Award winner and four-time Caldecott Honor recipient Bryan Collier brings this
classic, inspirational poem to life, written by poet Useni Eugene Perkins. Hey black child, Do you know who
you are? Who really are? Do you know you can be What you want to be If you try to be What you can be? This
lyrical, empowering poem celebrates black children and seeks to inspire all young people to dream big and
achieve their goals.

Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

ISBN-13:

9780316360302

Price: $23.49

Form: PB

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: November 2017

Hockey : Ses Supervedettes 2017-2018
9 781443 104685

by Romanuk, Paul

See below for English description. Cet album annuel incontournable de Paul Romanuk prsente les 17 joueurs
les plus en vue de la LNH. Des photos, des biographies, des statistiques et des extraits d'entrevues composent
cet ouvrage. De plus, il offre des pages remplir permettant aux jeunes de suivre leurs joueurs prfrs tout au long
de la saison et de faire leurs propres prdictions. Learn everything there is to know about seventeen of the NHL's
biggest superstars with full-colour photos, biographies, stats, and quotes. Plus: show off your own hockey
expertise with interactive fill-in pages where you can choose and track favourite players and predict the season,
practice referee signals, and count down to the Cup! It's a must-have for any hockey fan as they head into the
Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781443104685

Price: $9.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2017

Hooray for Books!
9 780544 748026

by Won, Brian

A celebration of sharing stories with friends that conveys all the childlike exuberance of its popular companions
Hooray for Hat! and Hooray for Today!

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publ

ISBN-13:

9780544748026

Page: 11

Price: $23.99

Form: PB

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2017
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How Do You Say I Love You?
9 781534 400122

by Eliot, Hannah

Learn how to say "I love you" in ten different languages with this heartwarming board book. "I love you" may
sound different around the world, but the meaning is the same. From China, to France, to Russia, to Brazil, and
beyond, this charming board book features "I love you" in ten different languages. Tapping into the emotions
that parents feel for their children, the rhyming text is accompanied by sweet artwork that depicts different
cultures around the world.

Publisher: Little Simon

ISBN-13:

9781534400122

Price: $10.99

Form: BD

Pages: 26

Pub. Date: December 2017

I Am Peace : A Book of Mindfulness
9 781419 727016

by Verde, Susan

When the world feels chaotic, find peace within through an accessible mindfulness practice from the bestselling
picture-book dream team that brought us I Am Yoga. Express emotions through direct speech. Find empathy
through imagination. Connect with the earth. Wonder at the beauty of the natural world. Breathe, taste, smell,
touch, and be present. Perfect for the classroom or for bedtime, Susan Verde's gentle, concrete narration and
Peter H. Reynolds's expressive watercolor illustrations bring the tenets of mindfulness to a kid-friendly level.
Featuring an author's note about the importance of mindfulness and a guided meditation for children, I Am
Peace will help readers of all ages feel grounded and restored.
Publisher: Abrams, Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781419727016

Price: $17.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

I Funny: School of Laughs
9 781478 940487

by Patterson, James

Teaching other kids how to be funny is the toughest gig that Jamie Grimm has ever had, and with the highest
stakes. If he fails, his school library will be shut down for good! Even though he has a national contest trophy
and a TV show under his belt, Jamie Grimm isn't one to sit back and relax. When his school has a major
funding crisis, Jamie hits on a bright idea to save the day--a comedy class for the other students. Little does he
know that making jokes and teaching jokes are two very different things...and he's only good at one of them.
With the fate of his school's library on his shoulders, Jamie has to dig deep to see if he has what it takes to
succeed at his most difficult challenge yet.
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9781478940487

Price: $23.50

Form: CD

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2017

Imagine
9 781328 808653

by Lennon, John

Featuring the lyrics of John Lennon's iconic, beloved song and illustrations by award-winning artist Jean
Jullien, this poignant and timely picture book dares to imagine a world at peace. Imagine is being published in
partnership with Amnesty International.

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Trad

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781328808653

Page: 12

Price: $24.99

Form: PB

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017
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In My Room : A Book of Creativity and Imagination
9 781419 726446

by Witek, Jo

In her room, one little girl can be anything she wants to be and go anywhere she wishes to go, all with the
power of her imagination (and paper, markers, and crayons, of course!). She can go on safari or sail the seven
seas. She can be a doctor, teacher, or high-powered businesswoman. The sky's the limit! And when the day is
over, she can become a little girl again, safe in her room. Like the classic Where the Wild Things Are, this latest
addition to the Growing Hearts series celebrates imagination as a means to try on different identities and work
through difficult emotions, all while having fun. The Growing Hearts series celebrates the milestones of a
toddler's emotional development, from conquering fears and expressing feelings to welcoming a new sibling.
Publisher: Abrams, Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781419726446

Price: $20.95

Form: PB

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: July 2017

In the Middle of Fall
9 780062 573117

by Henkes, Kevin

Everything is yellow, red, orange. Everything is chilly, frisky, gusty. Everything is changing, turning. It's the
middle of Fall. Can you see it Can you taste it Can you smell it Can you imagine it

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062573117

Price: $21.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2017

Je Lis Avec Pat le Chat : l'enseignante Surprise
9 781443 164405

by Dean, James

See below for English description. Pat est trs surpris lorsqu'il voit sa maman en classe. Elle remplace
l'enseignant pour la journe! Pat veut faire des arts plastiques, mais a ne semble pas tre au programme. Est-ce
qu'il saura s'adapter aux rgles de la supplante? When Pat goes to school, he finds out his teacher is out sick and
the substitute teacher is . . . his mom! It's up to Pete to teach her what school is all about. Original title: Pete the
Cat I Can Read: Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443164405

Price: $7.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Jump, Leap, Count Sheep! : A Canadian Wildlife 123
9 781771 472890

by Valério, Geraldo
Count to ten with Canadian wildlife in this playful counting book

Publisher: Owlkids Books Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781771472890

Page: 13

Price: $16.95

Form: TC

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: August 2017
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La La La : A Story of Hope
9 780763 658335

by DiCamillo, Kate

“La la la…la.” A little girl stands alone and sings, but hears no response. Gathering her courage and her
curiosity, she skips farther out into the world, singing away to the trees and the pond and the reeds — but no
song comes back to her. With the simplest of narratives and the near absence of words, Kate DiCamillo conveys
a lonely child’s yearning for someone who understands. With a subtle palette and captivating expressiveness,
Jaime Kim brings to life an endearing character and a transcendent landscape that invite readers along on an
emotionally satisfying journey.

Publisher: Candlewick Press

ISBN-13:

9780763658335

Price: $21.99

Form: PB

Pages: 72

Pub. Date: October 2017

Language of Thorns : Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic
9 781250 122520

by Bardugo, Leigh

Inspired by myth, fairy tale, and folklore, #1 New York Times-bestselling author Leigh Bardugo has crafted a
deliciously atmospheric collection of short stories filled with betrayals, revenge, sacrifice, and love. Enter the
Grishaverse... Love speaks in flowers. Truth requires thorns. Travel to a world of dark bargains struck by
moonlight, of haunted towns and hungry woods, of talking beasts and gingerbread golems, where a young
mermaid's voice can summon deadly storms and where a river might do a lovestruck boy's bidding but only for
a terrible price. Perfect for new readers and dedicated fans, the tales in The Language of Thorns will transport
you to lands both familiar and strange--to a fully realized world of dangerous magic that millions have visited
Publisher: Imprint

ISBN-13:

9781250122520

Price: $26.99

Form: TC

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: September 2017

Leaf
9 781911 171317

by Dieckmann, Sandra

Crow saw it first. A strange white creature, carried upon the dark waves towards the shore....

Publisher: Flying Eye Books

ISBN-13:

9781911171317

Price: $25.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Let's Point !
9 781771 085199

by LaRamee-Jones, Shanda

Interactive board book invites babies to point at and parents to name foil-embellished images.

Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781771085199

Page: 14

Price: $12.95

Form: BD

Pages: 18

Pub. Date: November 2017
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Library Book
9 781481 460927

by Chapin, Tom

An affectionate, exuberant, uproarious celebration of books, reading, and SHHH! libraries!

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Children's Pu

ISBN-13:

9781481460927

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2017

Lines
9 781452 156651

by Lee, Suzy

It starts with a line. Whether made by the tip of a pencil or the blade of a skate, the magic starts there. And
magic once again flows from the pencil and imagination of internationally acclaimed artist Suzy Lee. With the
lightest of touches, this masterwork blurs the lines between real and imagined, reminding us why Lee's books
have been lauded around the world, recognized on New York Times Best Illustrated Books lists and nominated
for the Hans Christian Andersen Award, the highest international honor given to children's book creators. This
seemingly simple story about a young skater on a frozenpond will charm the youngest of readers while
simultaneously astounding book enthusiasts of any age.
Publisher: Chronicle Books LLC

ISBN-13:

9781452156651

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2017

Llama Llama and Friends
9 781524 783921

by Dewdney, Anna

Anna Dewdney's best-selling picture book series is now a Netflix original animated series! This charming title
introduces readers and viewers to Llama, his Mama, and all of their friends who appear on the show.

Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group

ISBN-13:

9781524783921

Price: $22.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Lost and Found
9 781684 150199

by Nickel, Scott

All-new tales of Jim Davis' iconic fat cat, Garfield! Jim Davis' legendary creation returns to comics with three
all new short stories, including contributions by star writer Mark Evanier (GARFIELD & FRIENDS,
SUPERMAN ADVENTURE). Get ready for Garfield, Odie, Jon, Nermal and the rest of the gang having even
more fun (and lasagna) than ever before!

Publisher: Boom! Studios

ISBN-13:

9781684150199

Page: 15

Price: $11.99

Form: TP

Pages: 96

Pub. Date: October 2017
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Maud Lewis 1,2,3
9 781771 085212

by LaRamee-Jones, Shanda

Babies and toddlers will love searching these stimulating paintings to count the kittens, oxen, birds and flowers
on each page.

Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771085212

Price: $12.95

Form: BD

Pages: 20

Pub. Date: October 2017

Max at School
9 780515 157437

by Wells, Rosemary

Learn to read with beloved bunnies Max and Ruby in this fun rhyming story! Max waves good-bye to his
parents, boards the bus with Ruby, and heads to school with his book and lunch box in tow. There he sings
songs, paints pictures, and even gets to dress up like a pirate! Once the day comes to an end, Max can't wait to
do it all over again!

Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group

ISBN-13:

9780515157437

Price: $5.50

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Mermaid
9 780399 170720

by Brett, Jan

A striking under-the-sea version of Goldilocks with bonus storytelling in the borders, as only Jan Brett could
create. When Kiniro, a young mermaid, comes upon a gorgeous house made of seashells and coral, she is so
curious that she goes inside. She's thrilled to find a just-right breakfast, pretty little chair, and, best of all, a
comfy bed that rocks in the current. But when the Octopus family returns home, they are not happy to find that
someone has been eating their food and breaking their things. Baby has the biggest shock when she finds the
mermaid asleep in her bed! Luckily, shock turns to happiness when Kiniro gives her a thoughtful gift before
escaping from the twenty-four arms coming her way. Vibrant, intricate scenes of an underwater paradise
Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group

ISBN-13:

9780399170720

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2017

Mom Hugs
9 781524 718565

by Joosten, Michael

A funny and adorable board book featuring photographs of mama animals hugging their babies. Nothing is
more reassuring than a hug from mom…even if you’re an animal! Open your arms to this funny and endearing
photographic board book featuring a wide array of mama animals giving their adorable babies a cuddly
embrace. Featuring otters, polar bears, monkeys, kangaroos, and more, kids and parents alike will love
discovering the similarities between how humans and animals each hug the little ones they love.

Publisher: Penguin Random House

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781524718565

Page: 16

Price: $9.50

Form: BD

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: December 2017
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Mouse Loves Snow
9 781534 401815

by Thompson, Lauren

On a bright, snowy day Mouse discovers sledding, skating, and making snow mice in this beautiful Pre-Level 1
Ready-to-Read book all about winter! When Mouse and Poppa venture into the great outdoors, they discover all
the seasonal pastimes that make winter a special time of year for kids. From making snow angels to building a
snowman--who looks more like a snow mouse--this book is brimming with fun. Young readers are sure to enjoy
Lauren Thompson's simple, energetic text and Buket Erdogan's sweet, playful illustrations as they learn to
recognize words and begin to read on their very own!

Publisher: Simon Spotlight

ISBN-13:

9781534401815

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: November 2017

My Colors Book
9 781943 645435

by Ornithology, The Cornell

It's never too early to expose your children to the many wonders of nature. EARLY BIRDS™, our new board
book series, begins with MY COLORS and MY NUMBERS, two core concepts. MY COLORS pairs each of
ten colors with a beautiful bird and a second element found in nature for reinforcement.

Publisher: Phoenix St. Claire Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781943645435

Price: $8.95

Form: BD

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: August 2017

My First Yoga Class
9 781534 404847

by Capucilli, Alyssa Satin

Young readers can learn all about what happens at yoga class in this Pre-level 1 Ready-to-Read with sweet text
and photographs of yogis-in-training! It's the first day of yoga class in this early reader by Biscuit creator
Alyssa Satin Capucilli. Roll out your yoga mat! What will it be like? Yoga students stand on sticky mats and
learn poses with animal names like "downward dog" and "lion pose." Young readers will love seeing kids their
age practicing yoga in this adorable introduction to the sport! Includes a special section of step-by-step
instructions for basic yoga poses--to be done with a parent or guardian's supervision.

Publisher: Simon Spotlight

ISBN-13:

9781534404847

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2017

My Friends Make Me Happy!
9 780544 966550

by Thomas, Jan

This laugh-out-loud story from Jan Thomas has all of Sheep's friends guessing what makes her really happy.
Here's a clue . . . it starts with the letter F!

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publ

ISBN-13:

9780544966550

Page: 17

Price: $13.99

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: January 2018
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My Toothbrush Is Missing!
9 780544 966352

by Thomas, Jan

In this laugh-out-loud story from Jan Thomas, Dog's toothbrush is missing! Luckily, Dog's friends are around to
help look--has anybody seen it?

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publ

ISBN-13:

9780544966352

Price: $13.99

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: January 2018

Nutcracker in Harlem
9 780061 175985

by McMorrow, T. E.

This jazz-inspired reinvention of The Nutcracker is a worthy tribute to the dreamlike wonder and magic of the
Christmas season. In this original retelling, set in New York City during the height of the Harlem Renaissance,
one little girl finds her voice as a musician thanks to her enchanting adventures with a magical toy. This
quintessential holiday tale is brought to vivid life by debut picture book author T. E. McMorrow and Coretta
Scott King Award-winning illustrator James Ransome. An author's note at the end provides additional
information about the history of the Harlem Renaissance, and about the author's inspiration for this musical
retelling.
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780061175985

Price: $21.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

One Red Button
9 781459 813151

by Jocelyn, Marthe

A wordless board book that follows the journey of one red button as it falls off a jacket and transforms into a
doorknob and many other things along the way.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781459813151

Price: $9.95

Form: BD

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: October 2017

Pat le Chat : le Mystère des Petits Gâteaux
9 781443 160469

by Dean, James

See below for English description. Pat le chat et ses amis prparent des petits gteaux pour une fte. Mais plusieurs
petits gteaux disparaissent. Qui aurait bien pu les prendre? Dans cette nouvelle aventure, Pat et ses amis
cherchent percer ce mystre. Ils dcouvrent le voleur et par le fait mme se rendent compte que... c'est cool d'tre
gentil! Pat le chat and his friends are busy as can be baking cupcakes for a party, and Pat can't wait to perform
with his groovy band. But some of the cupcakes have gone missing. Who could have taken them? In this latest
adventure, Pat and the gang solve the mystery of the missing cupcakes and learn that it's cool to be kind.
Original title: Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781443160469

Page: 18

Price: $10.99

Form: TP

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: August 2017
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Peg + Cat: the Big Dog Problem
9 780763 697907

by Oxley, Jennifer

How do Peg and Cat measure up? Mailing some important letters proves a tall order as the two friends learn
about height. Peg's mom has given her and Cat five important letters to mail. "She says it's because we're
growing up," says Peg. And sure enough, the height marks on the wall show that they're getting taller! But
there's a problem: when they get to the mailbox, they find a very big dog sitting in front of it. How can they get
around or behind this scary-looking canine to mail the letters? Or could it be that they're jumping to conclusions
-- and the obstacle itself might help them reach a solution?

Publisher: Candlewick Press

ISBN-13:

9780763697907

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2017

Peg + Cat: the Pirate Problem
9 780763 697891

by Oxley, Jennifer

Can Peg and Cat keep the peace among some hungry pirates? Figuring out how to divvy up a pile of peaches
turns into a handy lesson on fair sharing. When Peg and Cat encounter hungry pirates by the seashore, they've
got to think fast. Pirates get cranky when they're hungry, and when pirates are cranky, they sing -- really badly!
To spare their ears, Peg and Cat must make sure each pirate gets his fair share of fruit -- the same amount for
everyone. And when a sneaky monkey steals a few peaches, Peg and Cat have to divide the fruit up all over
again. Will they be able to give everyone an equal share and keep those pirates from singing really badly?

Publisher: Candlewick Press

ISBN-13:

9780763697891

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2017

Pete the Cat and the Lost Tooth
9 780062 675187

by Dean, James

When the tooth fairy needs some extra help, she knows who to ask-Pete the Cat! But it's not easy being the
tooth fairy when a tooth goes missing. Will Pete be able find the lost tooth before morning Beginning readers
will wiggle with excitement for Pete the Cat in this groovy tale.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062675187

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Picture the Sky
9 781443 163026

by Reid, Barbara

In this companion to the bestselling Picture a Tree, Barbara Reid has us look up . . . way up Wherever we may
be, we share the same sky. But every hour, every day, every season, whether in the city or the forest, it is
different. The sky tells many stories: in the weather, in the clouds, in the stars, in the imagination. Renowned
artist Barbara Reid brings her unique vision to a new topic - the sky around us. In brilliant Plasticine
illustrations, she envisions the sky above and around us in all its moods. Picture the sky. How do you feel?

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443163026

Page: 19

Price: $19.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2017
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Pinkalicious and the Babysitter
9 780062 566881

by Kann, Victoria

Stay tuned for a brand-new show coming in winter 2018 to PBS Kids: Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York
Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read story about creativity
and the best babysitter ever. When Maya babysits Peter and Pinkalicious, they all enjoy playing pinkatastic
games and drinking yummy hot chocolate until-crash!-Peter breaks his mother's mug! Can Pinkalicious turn the
broken pieces into art with heart Pinkalicious and the Babysitter is a Level One I Can Read book, which means
it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences!

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062566881

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Pizza Party! (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
9 781524 769826

by Random House

Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles hit the mean streets of New York, ready to battle bots and eat
pizza! Kids ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader featuring two pages of stickers.
Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize
familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Jump into action with Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles! These four ninja brothers stand together to protect their city--and their planet--from the forces of
evil! Join Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello for non-stop ninjutsu action as they face off against
mutants, aliens, and even Shredder himself!
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524769826

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: July 2017

Ponies!
9 781524 714406

by Roberts, Angela

Horse and pony lovers will devour this Step 2 Step into Reading book packed with colorful photos and simple
facts about these lovable animals. From their thick coats and stocky build, to their beautiful flowing manes and
tails, ponies are a delight to watch, care for, and ride. Brilliant photographs and simple, decodable text will
satisfy emergent readers' curiosity about ponies while giving them confidence in their reading skills. Step 2
Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar
words and can sound out new words with help. "The Step into Reading series makes integrating reading into the
curriculum so much easier. The nonfiction titles are perfect for teaching reading and language arts skills, while
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524714406

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Premier Jour d'école de Madame Pépin
9 781443 164368

by Janousky, Peggy Robbins

See below for English description. C'est la rentre, et madame Ppin ne veut pas aller l'cole Alors qu'elle s'apprte
retourner dans son lit douillet, le directeur de l'cole tente de la convaincre que c'est normal pour les professeurs
peur le premier jour d'cole. Malgr tout, madame Ppin est anxieuse. Et si personne ne l'aimait? Lorsqu'elle se
trouve finalement devant la classe, elle voit que les enfants sont nerveux eux aussi. Il lui vient alors une ide qui
permettra de dtendre tout le monde... y compris elle-mme. Un livre parfait lire voix haute aux enfants qui sont
un peu nerveux l'ide de commencer l'cole. It's the first day of school and madame Ppin is certain about one
thing: she isn't going! As she snuggles back under the covers, the doorbell rings. In comes Mr. Bellweather, the
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781443164368

Page: 20

Price: $11.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017
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Princesses Wear Pants
9 781419 726033

by Guthrie, Savannah

From NBC's TODAY coanchor Savannah Guthrie and educator Allison Oppenheim comes an empowering
fairy tale with a twist. In the tradition of Not All Princesses Dress in Pink and Princess in Black , Princesses
Wear Pants follows the unflappable Princess Penelope Pineapple, who knows how to get the job done while
staying true to herself. Princess Penelope lives in a beautiful palace with a closet full of beautiful dresses. But
being a princess is much, much more than beauty. In fact, every morning Princess Penelope runs right past her
frilly dresses to choose from her beloved collection of pants! What she wears each day depends on which job
she has to do. Will she command the royal air force sporting her sequined flight suit? Will she find her zen in
Publisher: Abrams, Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781419726033

Price: $21.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was a Lion
9 780062 432063

by Markle, Sandra

Dig into the lives of lions with Ranger Rick in this beginning reader with full-color photos of lions in the wild!
What if you wished you were a lion And then you became one Could you eat like a lion Sleep like a lion Live in
a lion family And would you want to Find out! Ranger Rick explorers can learn all about lions in this reader full
of fascinating facts, vivid wildlife photographs, a Wild Words glossary, and a hands-on activity about practicing
your lion-quick reflexes! Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was a Lion is a Level One I Can Read, which means it's perfect
for children learning to sound out words and sentences.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062432063

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was an Orca
9 780062 432070

by Markle, Sandra

Dive into the lives of orcas with Ranger Rick in this beginning reader with full-color photos of orcas in the
wild! What if you wished you were an orca And then you became one An orca is an amazing kind of whale.
Could you eat like an orca Sleep like an orca Live in an orca family And would you want to Find out! Ranger
Rick explorers can learn all about orcas in this reader full of fascinating facts, vivid wildlife photographs, a
Wild Words glossary, and a hands-on activity about how to communicate like an orca! Ranger Rick: I Wish I
Was an Orca is a Level One I Can Read, which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences.
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062432070

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2017

Ripley's Believe It or Not!
9 781338 200270

by Ripley's Entertainment Inc., Staff

Don't miss this all-new Ripley's Believe It or Not! which features 144 full-color pages of the most incredible
facts, strangest discoveries, and weirdest wonders of the world! This year's edition features oddities including a
house in China that is covered with millions of sea shells, a new invention that allows you to grind up insects
for cooking, and a secret amusement park housed in an abandoned salt mine in Romania that must be seen to be
believed!

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338200270

Page: 21

Price: $22.99

Form: TC

Pages: 144

Pub. Date: August 2017
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Salam Alaikum : A Message of Peace
9 781481 489386

by J, Harris

From Harris J comes a picture book that celebrates spreading peace, love and happiness throughout the world.

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Books For You

ISBN-13:

9781481489386

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2017

Santa's Moose
9 780062 643070

by Hoff, Syd

A holiday classic by the author of Danny and the Dinosaur, available again-and now with full-color art! Milton
the moose wants to help pull Santa's sleigh. "I have never used a moose before," says Santa, "but I'm willing if
you are." At first, clumsy Milton is not very good at landing on roofs. But when Santa's sleigh becomes too
heavy for the tired reindeer, Milton comes to the rescue. This reissued edition is a funny holiday twist on Santa
and his reindeer by Syd Hoff, celebrated author of Danny and the Dinosaur. Santa's Moose is a Level One I Can
Read book, which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062643070

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Sci-Fi Junior High
9 781478 940753

by Seegert, Scott

Presented by James Patterson's new children's imprint, this gleeful space adventure is a laugh on every track.
That's a lot of laughs! Kelvin Klosmo isn't just the new kid at school - he's the new kid in the galaxy! Welcome
to Sci-Fi Junior High: an inter-galactic space station with students of all shapes, sizes, smells, and... slime
content. As the son of Earth's two most famous geniuses, Kelvin isn't just the smartest kid in the world....he's
the smartest kid in the UNIVERSE. At least, that's what everybody at Sci-Fi Junior High thinks. So, maybe
Kelvin lied a little about being a genius to fit in. And maybe a mad scientist is about to take over the universe
unless Kelvin can stop him. Maybe everyone is doomed. Well, at least Kelvin won't have to worry about math
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9781478940753

Price: $23.50

Form: CD

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: February 2017

Splish, Splash, Ducky!
9 780763 698447

by Cousins, Lucy

Revel in the rain with a little duckling and friends in a bright adventure from the creator of Maisy that kids will
find just ducky. Oh, goody, hooray! It's raining today. When I'm feeling happy. I say quack, quack, quack.
Ducky Duckling has so much fun in the rain! Readers will be happy to splish, splash, and paddle along with on
Ducky's adventures with a frog and a worm, a bug and a slug, some swans and some fish. But what happens
when the rain stops and Ducky feels sad? Can Dad save the day and bring sunshine back into those "quack,
quack, quacks"?

Publisher: Candlewick Press
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Stolen Words
9 781772 600377

by Florence, Melanie

In this picture book a little girl sets out to help her grandfather discover the Cree language that was stolen from
him when he was sent away to residential school as a boy.

Publisher: Second Story Press

ISBN-13:

9781772600377

Price: $17.95

Form: PB

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: September 2017

Teen Titans Go! (TM): Ninja Party!
9 780316 557849

by DC Comics Staff

The Teen Titans are on a mission to train Beast Boy in the ways of the mysterious (and totally stealthy) ninjas!
As one of the loudest Titans, he's going to have his work cut out for him. Does he have what it takes to replace
Robin as the Ninja Master? Passport to Reading Level 2 TM & DC Comics. (s17

Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

ISBN-13:

9780316557849

Price: $6.49

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: November 2017

Thank You, Canada
9 781443 157230

by Beck, Andrea Lynn

Thank you, Canada, you make us proud. Andrea Lynn Beck's bestselling and award-winning picture books
Goodnight, Canada and Good Morning, Canada have struck a chord with Canadians from coast to coast to
coast. Thank You, Canada continues to celebrate our country's myriad strengths. Joyful, detailed spreads bring
out the varied flavours of Canada, in its culture, people, nature and contributions to the world. Thank You,
Canada allows kids to explore connections and think about what it means to be Canadian -- it's a joyful letter of
gratitude for all our country has to offer, past, present and future.

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443157230

Price: $16.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2017

Thomas and the Piglets (Thomas and Friends)
9 781524 716578

by Random House

Thomas the Tank Engine's friend Farmer McColl asks him to fetch some hay to make a bed for some soon-to-be
-born piglets. Train-loving boys and girls ages 4 to 6 who are reading with help will be charmed by this Step
into Reading Step 2 story of Thomas' good intentions, which go a little bit wrong until Thomas fixes things just
in the nick of time! Thomas wants to welcome the piglets in a big way, so he asks his friends Percy and James
to help. But his additional good deeds cause trouble when they nearly make Thomas too late with the hay!
Bonus shiny stickers add to the fun and excitement of this paperback leveled reader.

Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524716578

Page: 23

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: September 2017
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TouchThinkLearn: Little Critters
9 781452 165943

by Deneux, Xavier

Featuring spreads with raised shaped objects that fit into scooped cut-outs on their opposite page, this new
TouchThinkLearn book offers the youngest learners an opportunity to explore in a hands-on, multisensory way.
Seeing the image, tracing its shape, saying its name--these modes of perception combine to stimulate
understanding of essential concepts. Discover a bee and its hive by tracing the raised outline on one side, and
the concave shape on the other! Related words on each spread offer parents and child a springboard for further
conversation to encourage the language skills crucial to later successful learning. In a format unlike any other,
these groundbreaking books translate abstract thought into tangible knowledge.
Publisher: Chronicle Books LLC

ISBN-13:

9781452165943

Price: $20.99

Form: BD

Pages: 16

Pub. Date: November 2017

Transformers Rescue Bots: Training Academy: Monster Trucks and Race Ca ...
9 780316 472036

by King, Trey

Today the Rescue Bots are going to learn about the fastest cars and the biggest monster trucks They'll explore
some engines, check out big tires, speed around racetracks, and more Want to race along for the adventure? The
Rescue Bots are here to learn about Earth the fun way This new narrative series presents fun facts and
photographs of children's favorite topics, alongside characters from the popular toy and cartoon brand:
Transformers Rescue Bots. This new form of nonfiction promises to be both educational and entertaining for
any fan. Passport to Reading Level 2 (c)2017 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

ISBN-13:

9780316472036

Price: $6.49

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Tyrannosaurus Rex (StoryBots)
9 781524 718664

by JibJab Bros Studios

The wacky robots from the award-winning apps, videos, and Netflix show, Ask the Storybots , now star in their
own early readers. This one is about everyone's favorite dinosaur! Fans of the StoryBots will recognize the
colorful art from the hugely popular dinosaur video "Tyrannosaurus Rex" on YouTube. A gigantic body and
super-sharp teeth make the Tyrannosaurus rex the most fearsome of the dinosaurs. Just don't make fun of those
tiny arms! This rhyming Step 1 Science Reader will entertain while imparting simple facts about the most
popular carnivorous dinosaur of all. Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the
alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781524718664

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2017

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl : Squirrel Meets World
9 781524 734053

by Hale, Shannon

Who Runs the World? Squirrels! Fourteen-year-old Doreen Green moved from sunny California to the suburbs
of New Jersey. She must start at a new school, make new friends, and continue to hide her fluffy tail. Yep,
Doreen has the powers of . . . a squirrel! After failing at several attempts to find her new BFF, Doreen feels
lonely and trapped, like a caged animal. Then one day Doreen uses her extraordinary powers to stop a group of
troublemakers from causing mischief in the neighborhood, and her whole life changes. Everyone at school is
talking about it! Doreen contemplates becoming a full-fledged Super Hero. And thus, Squirrel Girl is born! She
saves cats from trees, keeps the sidewalks clean, and prevents vandalism. All is well until a real-life Super
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Pub ISBN-13:
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Why Am I Me?
9 781338 053142

by Britt, Paige

Presented as a thoughtful, poetic exchange between two characters -- who don't realize they are thinking and
asking the very same questions -- this beautiful celebration of our humanity and diversity invites readers of all
ages to imagine a world where there is no you or me, only we. If the first step toward healing the world is to
build bridges of empathy and celebrate rather than discriminate, Why Am I Me? helps foster a much-needed
sense of connection, compassion, and love.

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338053142

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: August 2017

Woof! : 100 Fun Facts about Dogs
9 781426 329074

by Carney, Elizabeth
Kids will dig learning all about dogs in this new National Geographic Kids Reader.

Publisher: National Geographic Society

ISBN-13:

9781426329074

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: November 2017

You Are Amazing Baby
9 781486 713073

by Flowerpot Press

Babies are amazing! Little ones will love to see all of the things that make them so special in this adorable book
filled with bright photographs of adorable babies.

Publisher: Flowerpot Press

ISBN-13:

9781486713073

Price: $9.99

Form: BD

Pages: 20

Pub. Date: October 2017

Zog and the Flying Doctors
9 781338 134179

by Donaldson, Julia

Zog the dragon, Princess Pearl, and Sir Gadabout have taken to the skies No sniffly lion or sunburned mermaid
will go without care while the flying doctors are on duty. But Princess Pearl's unconventional career path
doesn't sit so well with her uncle, the king. He thinks princesses should stay in their towers and embroider
cushions all day When the king's mysterious illness befuddles all the royal doctors, however, it's Princess Pearl
to the rescue She not only heals the king -- she also changes his mind about what it means to be a princess. The
heroes of A Gold Star for Zog fly again in this story of the value of letting your talent shine, all told in Julia
Donaldson's enchanting rhymes with Axel Scheffler's witty illustrations.
Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338134179

Page: 25

Price: $22.99
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Pub. Date: September 2017
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